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Abstract
The high-level platform reliability model that will be designed in WP4 is responsible for periodic or
demand-driven estimation of the platform reliability status, given a specific application set (or trace)
executing on it. In general, an index of the degradation manifestation rate of the circuit will be predicted
according to the circuit operating conditions and workload parameters, and this online in a dynamically
updated way. Moreover, in addition to an average degradation rate, it will also provide an insight of
which components are affected more than others, and especially how this will evolve in the near future
given a prediction of the upcoming workload trace. However, due to the complexity of the problem that
we are facing, and due to the variety of aspects to be considered, design-time preparation and
exploration is still required to build the basis for on-line reliability assessment and mitigation. The model
prediction will indeed be used by the HARPA Engine to dynamically react and tune the platform to meet
all functional and parametric constraints while optimizing the most important cost trade-offs. The
proposed methodology is involved in a tight integration with other work packages: WP4 will interface
strongly with the RT engine of WP2, it will make use of the monitors from WP3, and it will require
feedback from application domain as in WP5. This report defines the requirements and interfaces of the
high-level model taking into account these integration aspects.
The purpose of this report is then:
- To provide the reader with a brief, but comprehensive background on the platform and systemlevel reliability issues and modelling concepts that form the basis for the research in WP4;
- To provide the reader with a broad view of the reliability assessment methodology and logical
flow, focusing on the distinction between design-time and run-time domains;
- To specify boundaries and interfaces between WP4 and other WPs, by recalling the roles that
each activity/partner has and their research outcome are expected to provide. In particular, it is
of utmost importance to focus on the connections with HARPA-RTE (WP2), HARPA-OS (WP1)
and Monitor and knobs (WP3);
- To specify the required WP4-specific work to enable the foreseen integration.
This document shall be considered as the première reference for appropriate WPs cooperation,
especially seen from the IMEC stand-point. The report will first guide the reader through a basic
theoretical background, for a complete understanding of the design choices and implications. As a
consequence, the interfaces and requirements will be devised (i.e., WHAT specification). Here we will
however not yet open the implementation (i.e., HOW specification) of the underlying modelling and
analysis techniques. In details, the report is organized as follows:
- Section 1 will provide a brief review of the reliability mitigation design flow from a system
perspective, focusing on the roles that each partner has in the whole picture;
- Theoretical insights on reliability mechanisms and degradation issues, as well as modelling
concepts proper to the HARPA project will be given in Section 2;
- Section 3 will formalize the boundaries and interfaces between WP4 and WP2; a few hints will
also be given as for the integration with WP1 and WP3. In addition, the model to be designed will
be specified in a black-box flavour, highlighting its main aspects;
- Conclusions will be given in Section 4.
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1 Preliminaries
The cooperation of WP4, WP1 and WP2 will lead to a complete system-level reliability mitigation
solution, to be employed in high-performance and embedded system domains with stringent parametric
constraints. The purpose of this section is to provide the reader with a broad understanding of the
connections among the involved work packages, and their role in the context of reliability mitigation from
a system perspective.

1.1 Objectives
The objective of WP4 is to design and deploy a high-level reliability model with the following features:
- It will be employed dynamically for reliability assessment, providing time-to-failure estimates;
- It will be tuned to the target application, to allow a true workload dependency;
- It will take into account the current system operating point, to allow temperature dependency
(among others);
- It will be based on dynamic platform status information: parameters will be harvested from the
platform at run-time, through monitors;
- It will be based on detailed physical phenomena insight, and will provide atomistic device-level
and wire-level aging models;
- To reduce the run-time overhead in the online phase, these physics level details will be abstracted
to a heavily reduced model that still incorporates all the most relevant aging behaviour for the
specific platform and application set instantiation.
The relationship of WP4 with other work packages is summarized in Table 1; for detailed information
about the role of each WP, the reader is referred to the HARPA technical annex.
Table 1 WP4 interaction with other work packages
WP#
WP1
WP2

OBJECTIVE (BRIEF)
Definition of the HARPA-OS operating
system layer
Definition of the HARPA-RTE run-time
engine

WP3

Definition of platform monitors and knobs

WP5

Applications

RELATIONSHIP WITH WP4
No direct interface will exist between the HARPAOS and the reliability model
The reliability model will feed the HARPA-RTE
with time-dependent failure metrics, to trigger
platform tuning
The reliability model will have direct access to the
platform through monitors. However, no direct
control through knobs is allowed
The model will be workload-dependent, and
information about the running application will be
required to tune the methodology

1.2 System-level description
The developed methodology will provide a system-wide reliability mitigation solution. Figure 1 depicts
the levels in which the system is logically divided, and the implied information flow. The different entities
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are connected to form a sense/estimate/react process. The closed-loop form allows the system to evolve
dynamically, in response to reliability and performance events, and in a self-tuning way. The Platform
exports observability and controllability points (link to WP3, refer to [1]): platform status is retrieved
through monitors, while actions are taken through knobs. Monitors will be sensed by the HARPA-RTE
module and the model itself; a subset of the available monitors are used as Model parameters for the
Reliability models abstraction to be designed in WP4. Additional information coming from the model
abstraction will be processed by the HARPA-RTE module. Notice that no direct interface to the HARPAOS is required and hence it will also not be provided (refer to [2] instead for interfaces between HARPARTE and HARPA-OS). Notice also that the Reliability models abstraction is never required to interact
with the controllability tasks (knobs).

Figure 1 System-level description.
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2 Theoretical background
Continuous down-scaling of electronic devices has been the driving factor for the proliferation of new
applications [3], as well as for the advent of heterogeneous integration [4]. Devices are employed in a
broad range of domains, from embedded to high-performance systems, and featuring different
power/performance profiles. Nevertheless, shrinking to the nanometre feature size has given rise to
serious reliability issues [5]. It has been proven that malfunctions appear during the useful life of a
device, as a combined result of aging and manufacturing process [6]. Device characteristics deviate
from expected nominal values, with circuit-level errors eventually translating into system-level failures.
Parametric variation, e.g. threshold voltage shifts leading to delay and leakage energy increase, and
functional violation, e.g. an error in the outcome of an arithmetic circuit, are present in combinational
circuits as well as memory cells. It has been shown furthermore that parametric variations have a strong
time dependence [5], leading to unprecedented design, estimation and optimization challenges. The
complexity of modern systems makes it unrealistic to directly use device-level models for system-wide
reliability assessment. For this reason, circuit- or architecture-level abstraction is required. Furthermore,
the time-dependent nature of aging phenomena and reliability metrics necessitates their run-time
management. In this direction particular care has to be taken for the reliability mechanisms which are
inherently workload-dependent: different devices in the same circuit are subject to a different stress,
because this depends on the internal interconnection that makes patterns flowing through the circuit; for
these reasons, it is important to derive models that exhibit workload and history dependency, as first
class parameters.
This section provides the reader with theoretical background to understand the choices in the context
of the WP4 model design. Within each section, a brief overview of the main concepts is given, and in
some cases design assumptions are derived and explained. The section is organized as follows:
- Section 2.1 reports a brief overview of the time-dependent device parameters variability;
- Section 2.2 will highlight the basic concepts of fault and error underlying the concepts reported in
this report, to eliminate any ambiguity;
- A list of the main mechanisms that can generate faults is given in Section 2.3; this is not an
exhaustive list, but it contains the main important aspects that have been recognized in scaled
circuits;
- Since trap-based aging and in particular (N)BTI will be considered in HARPA as a major usecase, the main challenges that are proper to this phenomenon are explained in Section 2.4;
- To fix the current starting point, Section 2.5 will provide an overview of the proposed modelling
abstraction, highlighting the parts that are already in place.

2.1 Time-dependent variability
With the downscaling, devices within the same system will increasingly present variation of nominal
parameters having a strong time dependency. Experimental results have demonstrated that it is no
longer feasible for a given circuit to be constrained a priori by any lifetime target, since device
parameters are now characterized by time-dependent distributions [7]. This is clearly shown in Figure
2, taken from [7]: the plots report the threshold voltage drift ΔVth at varying stress time intervals
FP7-612069-HARPA Project
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considering the same device (under different measurements) and different devices (single
measurement). Since each device will have its own number of defects (from non-ideal manufacturing
technology [8]), each with its own time constant [7], an estimation of the lifetime cannot be given,
because the lifetime is statistically distributed. Time-zero variability due to manufacturing process issues
will exacerbate this difference. So this strongly motivates the shift to atomistic models.

Figure 2 Time-dependent variability (a) in a single device, due to the statistic nature of charge
trapping, and (b) in different devices due to the statistics nature of the number of traps.

2.2 Faults and errors
In general, the primary outputs of a given digital block are always assumed to hold the expected result.
When a fault occurs, however, the circuit may compute wrong values, and it may present it at the output
pins. Notice that the fault can originate in any place: on an internal node of the combinational circuit, or
at the sequential barriers of it, and again in a memory cell. In any case, and irrespective of the
phenomena that caused the fault (refer to Section 2.3), the fault is in principle able to generate an error.
If the faulty state reaches the primary outputs of the circuit, the circuit will provide an erroneous result,
eventually translating into system-wide failure if the error is not confined or masked. The capability of
masking is important for us and it depends on the circuit architecture and boundary conditions (e.g., if
the functional block is used or not). But it is out of the scope of this report to deal with them in detail; a
more detailed discussion can be found in [1].
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ASSUMPTION #1
Without any loss of generality, the interfaces between the HARPA-RTE and the reliability model will be
considered agnostic on the physical cause of a fault. The HARPA-RTE is recipient of the model
outcomes, and it is in charge of managing errors, irrespective of their physical cause. This assumption
fixes the level of abstraction that will be addressed, and it also simplifies the integration, never impacting
the system-level reliability objectives that the HARPA project is pursuing.

2.3 Aging mechanisms as a source of unreliability
Transistors are susceptible to different degradation mechanisms, whose relevance depends on the
technology node (shrinking technology makes it worse) and operational parameters (temperature and
supply voltage are acceleration factors). Wires and their dielectrics, also, are susceptible to degradation,
because ever higher fields and currents are involved in spatially adjacent integrated interconnects. The
most relevant ones are listed in this section, grouped in device level and wire level classes. A brief
description will also be reported. All of these aging mechanisms are strongly workload- and temperaturedependent. Most of them also have a (partial) recovery phase under specific conditions.

2.3.1 Device-level
NBTI – Negative-Bias Temperature Instability
The process of NBTI is known since the 1970s, but modern feature size causes failure rates after NTBI
to explode [9]. This temperature and voltage dependent process makes the threshold voltage absolute
value in a pFET transistor to increase. The threshold voltage drift impacts the performance of the device,
making it slower, and it eventually leads to delayed circuit operation (e.g., in combinational circuit) or
higher noise susceptibility (e.g., in SRAM cells).
RTN – Random Telegraph Noise
Fluctuations of the current amplitude in the drain might lead to interference with the operation of a digital
circuit [11]. For instance, SRAM cells exhibit fluctuations in the minimum operational voltage (reduced
SNM). Notice that the physical mechanism that gives rise to RTN is apparently governed by the same
processes that cause the NBTI to appear [12]. They actually act ensemble, and their degradation sums
up.
HCI – Hot-Carrier Injection
In general, so called hot carriers are particles that have attained a high kinetic energy due to the high
magnitude electric field at the channel [13]. These carriers may then be injected (they “tunnelled”) into
the gate dielectric. Once charges are trapped, they cause an increase of the device threshold voltage.
TDDB – Time-Dependent Dielectric Breakdown (for devices with high-κ)
With shrinking technology, the magnitude of the electric field and the thin layer of the oxide creates
active defects in the gate, which form a percolation path that is eventually irreversible. This ends up with
an increase in the gate dielectric leakage (parametric effect), and eventually to device breakdown
(functional effect).
FP7-612069-HARPA Project
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2.3.2 Wire-level
EM – Electromigration
Electromigration occurs when the current density causes the drift of metal ions in the direction of the
electron flow. This can cause either open-circuits or short-circuits.
TDDB – Time-Dependent Dielectric Breakdown (for low-κ interconnect)
With shrinking technology and with the use of low-κ material, adjacent interconnects are now subject to
an TDDB process due to the low distance. The magnitude of the electric fields brings to loss of insulation,
eventually leading to an irreversible increase in the leakage current.

2.4 NBTI as a case study
The methodology that the HARPA project proposes will be general enough to cover several aging
mechanisms. However, Negative-Bias Temperature Instability will be used as a driving test case mainly
because of its relevance for the device degradation (Section 2.3). Quite a few characteristics are proper
to this process, and recent research work presented experimental evidence that:
- NBTI has a strong statistical nature – classical sampling based Monte Carlo approaches are no
longer feasible to produce early estimates in the design loop due to the huge density of transistors
in CMOS circuits;
- NBTI presents a strong workload dependency – transistors within the same circuit will be subject
to different stress profiles. The complex interconnection makes them subject to non-uniform
waveforms, thus impacting in different ways the operational parameters. A strong dependency
on the workload means that the modelling is more challenging;
- NBTI presents a strong history dependency – degradation is a continuous process, whose result
depends on the cumulative effects seen so far on the device. In the presence of phases of stress
and recovery, the estimation is further worsened, and this shows up with every transistor having
its own degradation profile.
References have also shown that aging mechanisms are strong temperature-accelerated processes
[14] [15] [16], where the mean time to failure increases exponentially with absolute temperature. This
consideration is valid no matter the mechanism we are considering, and NBTI is no exception [9] [7].
However, strong acceleration of an exponential nature is known to come into the picture when the
operating temperature is high, i.e. in the order of 125°C or even more.
ASSUMPTION #2
For simplicity, the project will devise validation in the embedded domain, where typical operating
temperatures are lower than this threshold, in the first part. Proper research work for high-temperature
domains (see WP5), however, will be conducted in a second phase. Notice that this will not invalidate
the impact or scope of the research work, but it is just a schedule aspect given that the embedded
applications and platforms in HARPA need the model most urgently.

ASSUMPTION #3
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The project will focus mainly on NBTI, but this has to be considered as a case study; the outcome in
fact will be of general validity and the methodology will be applicable in different scenarios and in the
presence of other aging mechanisms.

2.5 The HARPA model abstraction: background concepts
In this section, we will present basic concepts that have been developed in the past related to devicelevel reliability models, including in particular the IMEC background.

2.5.1 Defect-centric modelling
IMEC has a long-time proven experience in device reliability modelling. The device reliability models
that have been developed in the past have a strong lean towards circuit simulation. That is to say, the
fundamental physics understanding of device-level reliability mechanisms are combined with circuit
operation understanding, to derive a common framework for circuit-level simulations of time-dependent
variability. The HARPA project will extend further this concept to a higher abstraction level, to be
employed dynamically for online time-varying aging mitigation.

2.5.2 R/D model VS defect-centric model
Two different NBTI models can be found in literature: Reaction/Diffusion (briefly, R/D model) and defectcentric. Both models are able to catch up with the main features of NBTI degradation mechanism, and
both have advantages and drawbacks [17], with the former having better accuracy at long-term average
stress and with lower computational complexity, while the latter being able to follow the fast workloaddependent nature of NBTI. Due to the focus of HARPA on online mitigation for dynamic applications,
we require the defect-centric version. Although an analysis of the state-of-the-art approaches is out of
the scope of this report, we hereby provide a brief review of the defect-centric model, since it is now
accepted as the state-of-the-art model for explaining the NBTI process [18] [12], and it also constitutes
the theoretical background for the entire WP4 research work in the HARPA project. The interested
reader is referred to specific references for a detailed understanding of the R/D model [19].
The defect-centric model for NBTI is based on the modelling of the trap generation process, and it does
this focusing on individual traps. Each device is characterized by a stochastic number of traps, and each
trap is characterized by:
- Capture time τc, i.e. the time constant by which a trap gets charged (i.e., it goes into the active
state), according to the stress voltage has applied to the gate;
- Emission time τe, i.e. the time constant which a trap gets discharged (i.e., it goes off from the
active state), after the stress voltage has been discarded;
- Impact on the devices’ electrical parameters (e.g., threshold voltage shift ΔVth).
Capture and emission times determine the behaviour of the traps from a timing stand-point.
Measurements have shown that the capture and emission times have a stochastic nature [20], and their
characterization is usually expressed in terms of Capture/Emission Time maps (briefly, CET maps),
obtained through measurements in a controlled environment [21] [22]. Originally, measurements have
been conducted at fixed voltage on small devices. However, many small measurements used to be
FP7-612069-HARPA Project
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necessary for a full picture of it. The use of Measure Stress Measure (MSM) approach, on the other
hand, allows to cover a wider range of space from a reduced number of large devices, from which part
of the map can be reconstructed analytically [23]. This allows to speed up the costly measurement and
characterisation considerably. The derived CET map shows the distribution of the traps properties in
the target FET device, and analytical fitting makes it possible to extrapolate these properties towards
very short and very long operating lifetimes. An example of a complete CET map (with extrapolation) is
given in Figure 3 (taken from [23]): the coloured map reflects the distribution of <τc,τe> points assuming
a bimodal distribution analytical fitting.

Figure 3 Example of a complete CET map.

2.5.3 CET maps and workload
The CET map allows to compute the areal density of the traps in the target device. If combined with the
device physical dimensions, it is possible to compute the total number of traps in a single FET device.
However, notice that typically not all the traps will be charged at the same time, but only a subset. The
probability for a trap to be occupied depends heavily on the stress waveform at the device, i.e. on the
workload. The probability of occupancy of the traps can be computed starting from the workload, and
the number of active traps can thus be retrieved for any <τc,τe> point in the CET map; this allows to
construct the CET-active map for the workload under consideration. At this point, the distribution of the
impact ΔVth can also be computed from the number of occupied traps activated by the workload. This
concept will be reused in the HARPA project, since it allows to estimate the impact of a given workload
on a given device. Notice that the WP4 activity in HARPA is in charge of defining an appropriate
methodology to derive block-level workload- and time- dependent estimates for the platform
components, so the CET map approach can be directly integrated in there. The compound flow from
CET maps (Section 2.5.2) to degradation distribution is summarized in Figure 4 (adapted from [23]).
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Figure 4 From CET maps to active traps.

2.5.4 Waveform approximation
WARNING: this section contains confidential information
that is being submitted for patent application.
The workload-dependency of the NBTI stress and the availability of workload-dependent models in
literature (see Section 2.5.2) provide the designer with a complete workload- and technology-dependent
NTBI model. However, digital circuits are complex and nowadays host a huge number of transistors.
Complexity is then inevitable, and it is infeasible to manage all the required information without any
compacting approach. In particular, waveforms for the workload-dependent traces can appear to be
rather simple, but at the same time their huge lengths and variety to properly characterize the target
applications makes them very demanding in computing and memory resources. It is evident that an
approximation is necessary to employ waveforms in reasonable turnaround times. We want to keep the
accuracy as close as possible to the reality though.
The waveform compacting method developed in IMEC captures regions with similar frequency and duty
cycle, to group them and compact the waveform final representation. This is called Compact Digital
Waveform (briefly, CDW), and its concept is depicted in Figure 5 (taken from [24]), where it is compared
to SPICE and VCD standard waveforms.
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Figure 5 Waveforms comparison.

The CDW is based on a simple observation: a waveform can be approximated with “segments”, each
with its own AC frequency and duty-cycle; furthermore, these segments can have recurrent patterns. By
dividing the continuous SPICE-like waveform into segments with similar frequency and duty-cycle, the
waveform can be pruned with an information loss tied to the level of granularity of the grouping [24].
Each segment 𝑗 will then be characterised by a tuple < 𝑓𝑗 , 𝛼𝑗 , 𝛥𝑡𝑗 > with the frequency, duty-cycle and
duration information respectively. The CDW waveform allows the reliability simulation to evolve through
a lower number of iterations, thus effectively reducing the time complexity of the entire process.
The error magnitude relies on the distance between the AC waveform frequency and the device
capture/emission time constants: “fast” and “slow” regions are recognized [24], three cases are to be
considered as depicted in Figure 6.

Figure 6 Time constants comparison.
FP7-612069-HARPA Project
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The three regions are identified by the relative difference between the AC waveform (with period TAC)
and the capture/emission time constant (τ). In particular:
- Region 1 (τ>>TAC): the time constant has higher magnitude, and the waveform can be
approximated with the CDW methodology presented so far without nearly any loss of accuracy;
- Region 2 (|τ-TAC|<ε): the two time constants are comparable. The use of the simplified
waveform CDW is not appropriate, and some form of direct simulation is required for this scenario
in order to maintain the accuracy. However, this case occurs relatively rarely so with an
appropriate predictor which detects upfront when such a simulation is required, the online
controller can compute the desired aging estimates;
- Region 3 (τ<<TAC): the capture/emission processes are really fast, lower than the AC period. Also
in this case, the waveform can be approximated very effectively with nearly no run-time overhead,
but the CDW methodology should be extended (and actually reversed) to cover this scenario.

2.5.5 Critical path approximation for large logic components
WARNING: this section contains confidential information
that is being submitted for patent application.
The individual device focus of the defect centric modelling approach, in principle, requires every device
to be handled and simulated separately, to obtain the aging impact on the global platform component.
Especially for complex data-paths this will lead to a huge overhead. Thus, we have to find a way to
restrict the computational requirements. This is possible for instance employing an incremental form of
approximation in the online model estimation; by maintaining a subset of (selected) critical and nearcritical paths in the data-path logic netlist, it is possible to store them and keep track of their current
status, in terms of stable or changing excitation. Nevertheless, experimental results have recently shown
that there is a very high probability for a non-critical path to become critical due to aging [25]; for
performance reasons, it is thereafter not possible to keep track of all of them. Meanwhile, the subset
selection is a challenge itself, due to the nature of the problem. Based on these observations, and based
on preliminary results from IMEC, we will be developing a run-time efficient approach to deal with a large
set of critical paths from large logic netlists. In a similar way, we will also deal with more regular
components like memories.
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3 The model specification
This section deals with the abstract model specifications: informal requirements will be provided, and
formalization of interfacing with the HARPA-RTE will be given. The requirements are built upon the
concepts previously developed in Section 2. At first, an in-depth discussion of the design-time and runtime perspectives will be given.

3.1 Design-time and run-time domains
The system-level reliability mitigation is based on a joint design-time and run-time methodology: the
target platform is at first analysed to characterize the timing (i.e., delay) and power (i.e., leakage)
degradation profiles as a function of the target workload and technology corner. Notice that this step is
strongly application-dependent by nature, and the outcome of this static analysis cannot be generalized
to other workloads. We will characterize the embedded application however with a system-scenario
approach [26] [27] to identify the main workload scenarios. And only for these we will characterize and
store the aging model. This is an important aspect of the HARPA project, and it is necessary to cope
with the complex design space analysis, that would be otherwise infeasible. The output of the designtime stage will be properly converted to a form that is fruitful for run-time reliability mitigation: the model
will compute failure predictions based on real-time readings and current state (i.e., previous outcome).

3.1.1 Design-time characterization
Figure 7 depicts the design-time flow. There are three main steps: technology extrapolation, simulation
and propagation. During technology extrapolation, the FET devices are characterized according to the
target application workload through the Device-level, defect-centric degradation model methodology.
The device-level, defect-centric degradation model is employed to compute the threshold voltage drift
probability distribution as demonstrated in [21] [24], depicted as a grey box marked with ΔVth distribution
in Figure 7. Recall that the high-level model will be based on device- and wire-level models, onto which
an appropriate abstraction will be designed. A detailed simulation is then required to measure the
switching activity at appropriate nodes within the circuit hierarchy, whence the distribution will be
retrieved. The chosen depth of the nodes is selected according to the target application features. For
most detailed results, it is desirable to have access to a full gate-level description of the platform.
However, if the gate-level netlist is not available, the circuit can be approximated after engineering
observations and assumptions (see Section 3.5). This variability in the input description is depicted as
a grey box in the top-left corner of Figure 7. The outcome of these stages is used to back annotate the
netlist, such that each gate is enhanced with the degradation-induced parameters; the annotated library
is at last used to conduct Static Timing Analysis (STA) on the circuit, to compute the degradationinduced timing (delay) and power (leakage) overhead. All of this will be heavily parameterized to make
it usable for many different run-time situations (belong to a single system scenario [26]). Reports are
then used to build the parametric lookup tables that will be used at run-time for on-line mitigation.
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Figure 7 Design-time perspective.

3.1.2 Run-time mitigation
Figure 8 depicts the run-time flow. The mitigation is made up by four main steps: workload cluster
detection, model estimation, forwarding and action. During system execution, the platform is polled
periodically or demand-driven, and monitors are sensed to get information about the execution profile,
the operating temperature, the supply voltage (e.g., due to DVFS changes) and other sensible data.
The HARPA-RTE will embed a smart workload detection unit to derive the cluster to which the current
workload segment belongs to [2]. The estimated class is then used to index the degradation database
that has been previously computed (see Section 3.1.1). The indexing allows us to retrieve the typical
delay and leakage power drifts that are due to the current workload profile; this information is in fact
forwarded to the NBTI high-level model to get an estimate of the new (i.e., time-dependent) rate
manifestation. For more detailed workload-dependent and spatially localized predictions of the nearfuture aging we will use parameterized equation sets. According to this outcome the HARPA Engine will
perform actions on the platform through appropriate hardware knobs.
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Figure 8 Run-time perspective.

3.2 Interfaces with HARPA-OS
According to Figure 1, system-level management is supported by means of cooperation among three
modules: the Reliability models abstraction developed in WP4, the HARPA-RTE (WP2) and the HARPAOS (WP1). For the nature of the reliability models, and for the strict timing constraints, we chose not to
have direct connections with the HARPA-OS, in line with its requirements and interfaces. It is indeed
not needed for the OS to have all the workload-dependent information because it operates at a coarse
timing granularity compared to the RT engine. The reliability metrics are in fact used solely by the
HARPA-RTE module to take proper actions and, if needed, it will provide guidance on how to deal with
the workload-dependence to the OS engine. It is then out of our scope to define a WP1 interface [2].
ASSUMPTION #4
As a consequence, the model assumes full direct access to the functional and non-functional
parameters of the platform: readings will be provided through the monitors specified in [1], and without
any intervention of the HARPA-OS middleware.

3.3 Interfaces with HARPA-RTE
The outcome of the model developed in WP4 will provide the HARPA-RTE with appropriate reliability
metrics. As known, this information will be based on the device-level and wire-level modelling expertise
from IMEC. It is foremost important to clearly specify which are the interfaces between the two work
packages, for proper cooperation. Purpose of this section is to formalize these interfaces.
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As a starting point, Figure 1 in Section 3.1.2 depicts the closed-loop run-time mitigation scheme, from
platform sensing to model estimation and back to platform tuning. The system goes through four coarsegrain steps, whose starting point is enumerated in the figure (everything that lies on the yellow region is
proper to WP4):
- STEP#1 Sensing and detection – The HARPA-RTE and the model sense the platform monitors,
for functional and non-functional operating parameters readings. Hardware monitors will provide
an index of the degradation of the platform or operating conditions (e.g., DVFS voltage and
temperature), and additional monitors will provide application-related workload information. The
HARPA-RTE uses the application execution profile as an entry point to the lookup tables (see
Section 3.4.4); the representative workload, as matching from design-time exploration, is
detected and forwarded to the high-level model;
- STEP#2 Model prediction – The model is now in charge of predicting the time-to-failure reliability
metrics as a function of the collected information; the predicted reliability metric is then sent back
to the HARPA-RTE module. This reclaims concepts that are used as well in the HARPA-RTE
modelling [2], namely the system scenarios concepts [28];
- STEP#3 System state evolution – According to the current state and the projected reliability of
the platform, the HARPA-RTE smart algorithm [2] computes the next state;
- STEP#4 React – Eventually, the HARPA-RTE is in charge of modifying the platform state through
the available knobs.

3.3.1 Inputs from the platform
The model reclaims information from the platform, both of functional and non-functional nature:
operating temperature, supply voltage, workload-related information and so on. The set of inputs from
the platform and from the HARPA-RTE (see Section 3.3.2) depend upon the actual parameters of the
model itself. Only the minimum set of parameters can be targeted at this point (Section 3.4.6).

3.3.2 Inputs from HARPA-RTE
The high-level degradation model requires the workload cluster in the current sampling window, as
specified in STEP#2. The cluster will be used to retrieve delay/leakage drift values from design-time
exploration outcome (i.e., lookup tables). This information will be integrated with temperature and
voltage readings from the platform, to compute the desired reliability metric.

3.3.3 Outputs to HARPA-RTE
Once the reliability metric is computed, the HARPA-RTE will be fed with quantitative value assessing
the time-dependent reliability of the system. This will represent an error manifestation rate or more
detailed and temporal or spatially localized information of the system and subsystems for the near future
(see Section 3.4 for the state-based model assumptions), and will eventually determine a state change,
according to HARPA-RTE internals [2].
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3.4 Model black-box specification
According to the theoretical background from Section 2, the model design will face the challenges
summarized in Table 2.
Table 2 Challenges faced in the HARPA project
PROPERTY
Statistical
nature

CHALLENGE
NTBI has a strong statistical nature, and
degradation mechanism due to trap
charging/discharging is very complex

Workload
dependent

Degradation mechanisms have a strong
workload dependency, and transistors
in the circuit will behave differently,
since they are subject to different stress
patterns

History
dependent

Not only the current state, but the
previous states affect the degradation
profile of each device

Space
constraints

Complexity in the circuit is huge, but the
run-time environment must meet space
and timing constraints. One of the main
challenges is indeed to provide a
compact yet robust reliability model at
the digital block level

Time
constraints

NOTES
IMEC has long lasting experience in
device-level modelling, and this
knowledge will be reused in the HARPA
project to drive the high-level
abstraction
The reliability mitigation methodology
will be application-dependent to provide
detailed estimation. Moreover, systemscenario based reduction of the number
of different cases will be employed to
reduce the complexity without
significantly sacrificing accuracy
Models from IMEC have demonstrated
that state-based modelling of the
phenomena has Markov properties,
thus the current state suffices for
prediction
Proper abstraction level and critical
path focusing will be chosen to prune
the complexity, as reported in Section
2.5.5 and 3.1.1
Waveform approximation will be
reused, as reported in Section 2.5.4

In the following sections, a set of requirements will be specified. Please notice that the purpose of this
section is to define the boundaries of the elements that will build the model up (WHAT specification),
rather than providing detailed model internals (HOW specification). This because the model internals
are yet to come, and will be provided in the forthcoming deliverable D4.2.

3.4.1 Functional block level degradation estimation
The run-time mitigation requires appropriate analysis and estimation of the degradation impact on the
circuit of interest. Due to the nature of the HARPA objectives, the available device-level model has to
be translated into a block-level (architecture-level) specification. Effort has been spent in translating the
device-level degradation to the circuit-level for simple circuits [25], showing the dependency of the
degradation on the workload and on the architecture topology. However, the flow has been applied for
simple circuits (e.g., SRAM cells with 6 transistors including 2 pFETs); one of the main challenges that
will be faced in the next phase of the WP4 activity is to provide a methodology for efficient analysis of
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degradation in the presence of complex circuits (in the range of 100k-250k gates when considering the
data path and without RAMs), without impacting accuracy.
To address this problem, the reference circuit will be analysed on a per-block basis. The degradation
statistical distributions will indeed be computed at functional block granularity. The choice of the depth
depends on the target application, with feedbacks coming from the application developers (WP5). An
example is reported in Figure 9: a processor is decomposed in its main components, and those that are
stressed the most considering a representative floating-point application are highlighted in red. These
blocks are then considered the most relevant from an aging analysis stand-point, and their I/Os will be
sampled and used to compute the block degradation profile.

Figure 9 Example of processor functional decomposition.

3.4.2 State-based evolution
The reliability mitigation solution is foreseen to evolve in discrete stages. The state-based approach
forces approximation with system scenarios, and patterns will be used to drive the state change (see
Section 3.4.4). At any given time, the system will be represented by a state that is representative of the
reliability profile of the system, conveying various classes of information: e.g., degradation level of the
system or subsystem, operating conditions, point estimate of the reliability metric. Notice that a deep
history is not necessary, because experimental evidence [29] [24] has proved that the Markov property
applies: the state to come can be estimated starting from the sole information in the current state, and
current state will be used at the next iteration as a starting point for after-next estimation.

3.4.3 Timing
The evolution timing lies on the granularity of the HARPA-RTE smart choices. According to the HARPARTE 1ms specification [2], the model shall update the estimation of reliability metrics considering a 1k100k clock cycles range. At 100MHz this means that the HARPA-RTE will be fed with a quantitative
value once every 1 to 100 samples.
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3.4.4 Parametric lookup tables
The interfaces presented in Section 3.2 hide the complexity of the underlying mechanisms. Remember
that the model cannot support the finest granularity of the device-level models, for it will be embedded
in the HARPA Engine, and it will be queried at run-time. So, the abstraction has to ensure proper system
responsiveness (space and time constraints).
As specified in Section 3.1.2, the model is expected to provide a set of parameters based on the
incoming workload and operating conditions, that will be used to assess the reliability for the near future.
The use of a parametric lookup mechanism matches the current readings and status with the estimation
outcome, according to previous design-time characterization as briefly reported in Section 3.1. Formally,
the high-level model is expecting a tuple consisting of a reference workload and a set of system
parameters. While workload is representative of stimuli patterns, each system parameter comes from
direct monitors reading: operating temperature, supply voltage, operating frequency. The lookup table
function will provide a set of additional system parameters: degradation-induced delay and degradationinduced leakage power. These can be either in the form of actual values, or in terms of equations to be
used further by the RT engine. Notice that this function is assumed to be readily available, after designtime space exploration.

3.4.5 Gate-level description
To provide accurate model tuning and validation, the design exploration phase requires a gate-level
description of the target design, conveying to the model the necessary transistor-level topology
information. If this condition is not satisfied and the netlist is neither available nor partially available,
approximations based on reasonable assumptions and reuse of alternative (public) sources will be
necessary (see Section 3.5). For instance, we can use standard multiplier circuits tuned for a given
performance, if the detailed multiplier gate-level netlist of the platform is not known.

3.4.6 Model parameters
The previous sections have shown the model from an “operational” view-point. This section deals with
the definition of the inputs that are expected to feed the model as parameters. Table 3 lists the minimum
set of functional and non-functional parameters that are expected to build up the model. Additional
parameters, if required, will be added as research work evolves.
Table 3 Model parameters (draft)
SELECTED PARAMETER
Operating temperature
Supply voltage
Operating frequency
Workload representative

RATIONALE
Aging mechanisms are thermal activated processes
Aging mechanisms have a strong dependence on the supply
voltage that sustains circuit functionality
The operating frequency comes in parallel with the supply
voltage
The workload representative will be used internally to drive
additional system parameters, as specified in Section 3.4.4
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3.5 Target platform considerations
The HARPA project is devoted to reliability mitigation aspects in embedded as well as high-performance
domains, exploiting strengths and synergies between the two. The applications provided by the partners
span indeed different areas. The validation of the developed methodology and models will be conducted
on real commercial platforms. Due to the nature of the problems that HARPA is going to face with, it is
of utmost importance to have the most detailed insight in the target System-on-Chip, in every one of its
aspects. However, it is not always possible to access an appropriate description/model of the target
platform (e.g., RTL design). For this reason, it is important to define a suitable strategy to be used in
those cases when the netlist is not available, as required stated in Section 3.4.1. Generally speaking,
the most we can do without access to architecture, microarchitecture and implementation details is to
model the target platform from pure engineering considerations. The purpose of this section is to
highlight the strategy that will be followed in two cases: when the implementation details are available,
and when they are not. Notice that a hybrid approach is probably the most convenient way for the issue
to be solved.

3.5.1 With the netlist
The low-level models for aging and degradation requires extensive simulation and characterization. The
outcome of this stage relies fundamentally on the level of details that is readily available. For a digital
circuit, the most appropriate information comes from its gate-level description. In the best-case, we have
access to the mapped circuit, the SPICE-level models of the gates in the target standard-cell library and
the physical characteristics of the gates. This is the basis for the model to compute the most accurate
results, ready to be used by the RT engine.

3.5.2 Without the full netlist
The worst-case comes with the absence of the netlist of the entire platform. In this case, the low-level
information of the digital circuit is lost, and we have to adapt the methodology. The most we can do is
to employ a model of the target architecture, by means of engineering considerations and assumptions,
based on its functional decomposition. In principle, we can always assume that a template architecture
model underlies the target platform, as given in the example of Figure 10.
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Figure 10 Simple architecture model.
The figure highlights the main parts of a generic microprocessor-based system, from a very high-level
perspective. The purpose of block-level modelling is to abstract away the parts of the system for which
we don’t have access to the netlist. For instance, we might have no access to the gate-level description
of the processor core; in this case, we need to replace the processor core with a functionally equivalent
reasonable representation. Design expertise and engineering considerations will guide this task. We will
assume that we have at least access to the instruction set of the processor, which is anyway needed to
map the applications. From this instruction set we can derive a fair estimate of the underlying arithmetic
and logic components, and the high-level foreground memory organisation. In a similar way, we can
safely assume that a functional view of the data memory hierarchy is available. The idea is then to
replace the original description with a set of descriptions that are structurally and functionally equivalent
to the original core: we can for instance rely on a library of basic components (e.g., multipliers, ALUs,
memory models, etc...) that are readily available for low-level reliability assessment. In this way, we are
still able to provide a statistical analysis of the target platform. Notice that, under these conditions, there
is no other way to address the problem.
The challenge is then to select which “template” model will replace which original part. It is relevant to
notice that each different portion of the circuit will undergo different temperature and voltage stress
profiles during system execution, and each of them will be different from a reliability perspective. For
this reason, the selection of the parts to be examined has to be carefully conducted. One way to
accomplish this is to select those parts of the circuit that are likely to be more prone to degradation
according to off-line analysis of reliability-sensitive metrics (as an example, these are emphasized in
Figure 10 with an exclamation mark). For instance, we can rank at first approximation the portions of
the circuits that use to be hotter than the others according to the running software application. In
literature, several authors pointed out that the register bank, the integer execution engine, the load/store
queue are usually hotter than the others [30] [31]; also, authors have shown that, depending on the
application, the peak temperature can be very high [30] [32]. Considering the temperature dependency
of the aging processes, this is a good point to start with. Also, in this way some portions of the circuit
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will be naturally discarded, because they are less susceptible to degradation or because their impact
would be negligible from a system perspective.

3.5.3 Target embedded platform
As an example, Figure 11 reports the block diagram of the target embedded platform. The figure is
useful to understand the level of complexity we are dealing with. The platform is a Freescale
Semiconductor i.MX 6Dual/6Quad processor, used in the automotive domain [33]. The core platform
(ARM Cortex A9 MPCore Platform) is surrounded by a plethora of devices: debug peripherals, security
and control ones, audio/image/video and 3D acceleration and so on.

Figure 11 i.MX 6Dual/6Quad system block diagram, taken from [33].
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According to the characteristics of the reference applications (the baseband application explored in the
project is intensive and exhibits real-time constraints), many of these peripherals won’t be used or, in
any case, they’re not expected to have a sensible impact on the reliability of the system. On the other
hand, the blocks that are “critical” from a reliability view-point will be those on which the reliability
mitigation efforts of the system will be focused. These are highlighted in Figure 11 with colours
resembling the high-level model from Figure 10. For these blocks, then, an in-depth reliability
assessment campaign will be conducted and, considering a wide spread of operating temperatures,
measures in a controlled environment (heat up of the chip) will be taken.
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4 Conclusions
This report has provided an overview of the basic reliability concepts and challenges which we are facing
in the HARPA project with the research work in WP4. Device-level as well as system-level concepts
have been introduced to guide the discussion of WHAT specification requirements and interfaces
specifications. The main challenges have been highlighted, too. Interfaces and requirements have been
then specified, focusing on the integration with other work packages (mainly WP2 and WP3). A few links
have been introduced toward WP1 and WP5. This report shall be considered as the sole première
source of information to drive the research work in WP4, and for future reference for all the partners, to
provide a common technical framework for successful cooperation.
For completeness of exposure, the following points have been discussed in detail:
- Overall objectives and system-level perspective (Section 1.1 and Section 1.2 respectively);
- Theoretical background on time-dependent variability (Section 2.1), faults, errors and aging
mechanisms (Sections 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4);
- Preliminary concepts based on existing expertise and research outcomes in IMEC, as a starting
point for the work to be developed in WP4 (Section 2.5);
- Model’s WHAT specification (Section 3.4), covering:
o Design-time and run-time perspectives (Section 3.1);
o Interfaces with HARPA-OS (Section 3.2);
o Interfaces with HARPA-RTE (Section 3.3);
o Technical considerations on the target platform (Section 3.5).
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